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• The effect of layer number on the in-plane compressive property of columns is investigated.
• The analytical calculations agree well with the simulations.
• One facesheet-thickness to core-height ratio corresponds to one optimum layer number.
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a b s t r a c t
The effect of the face thickness to core height ratio on different multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich
columns under in-plane compression is investigated theoretically and numerically. Numerical simulation
is in good agreement with theory. Results indicate that one specified face thickness to core height
ratio corresponds to one optimum layer number of multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns in
consideration of engineering application. This result can guide the sandwich structure design.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The Chinese Society of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).cAll-metallic sandwich panels consisting of low density cores
and thin facesheets have impending application as ultra-light load
bearing panels in aerospace and other fields. Several open cell
topologies have been proposed based on truss lattices with pyra-
midal [1], tetrahedral [2], 3D-Kagome [3], and other topologies [4].
Usually, sandwich panels are loaded by various modes of load-
ing (in-plane compression, out-of-plane compression, bending,
shear, etc.) [5–8], and their strengths dependupon the compressive
strength of the core and the cell size (which controls the face sheet
deformation periodicity) [9]. Thus, while pyramidal and tetrahe-
dral topology systemsusually offer significantly superior structural
performance, improvements appear feasible, based on the follow-
ing limitation in relation to unit cell size: the thicker core leads
to larger intervals between the point rows where the lattice truss
core contacts the face sheets, and this weakens the resistance to
local buckling of the face sheets [10].
In order to address the limitation, Cote et al. [6] proposed a
multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich column. The peak in-plane
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when the face sheet is thin. The reason is that the increasing of
layer numbermight increase the resistance towrinkling of the face
sheet.
In this paper, the in-plane compressive properties of the
multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns are investigated
theoretically and numerically. The effects of the face thickness to
core height ratio and thenumber layer on the in-plane compressive
properties are analyzed. And the numerical simulation is compared
with the theory analysis.
Themulti-layer pyramidal core sandwich structure is, along the
in-plane direction of core, the lattice is periodic pyramids, and
along the thickness direction of core, the lattice is a stack of the
single layer pyramids facing each other, as seen in Fig. 1. Since the
multi-layer pyramidal lattices are constructed from the single layer
pyramidal unit cell, they have the same relative density. Consider
the 3D single layer pyramidal unit cell indicated in Fig. 2(b).
Geometrical parameters of the pyramidal truss lattice are sketched.
Note that for the square cross section truss, t = w, and its
length is equal to l. In the present paper take the angle ω = 45°.
By calculating the volume of regions occupied by materials, and
scaling this by the unit cell volume, the relative density, ρ, of
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Fig. 2. (a) Sandwich columns subjected to in-plane compression. (b) Unit cell of single layer pyramidal core.pyramidal unit cell is given by
ρ = 4√2

t
l
2
, (1)
where the inter-node spacing d is equal to thewidth of the unit cell.
The predicted relative density is calculated in the limit of vanishing
node size.
In order to compare the properties of different layer number
sandwich columns, the values of both relative density ρ and
core height Hc need to be fixed. In this case, for the multi-layer
pyramidal sandwich column, there is a one-to-one correspondence
among the side length of the strut t , the inter-node spacing d, andthe number of the pyramidal layer numbers N , which can be seen
by Eq. (1) and Fig. 2(b).
Uniaxial compression test of 304 stainless steel samples that
have underwent the same thermal cycle used for fabrication of the
brazed sandwich structures are performed and used to determine
parent alloy properties and the tangent modulus, Et, for the face
sheet under in-plane compression. Three compression-repeated
tests are performed according to ASTM E8-01. The compressive
stress–strain response and its fitted curve by modified Ramberg-
Osgood model [11] are shown in Fig. 3. The 304L stainless steel
alloy had a 0.2% offset yield strength σy = 212 MPa and Es =
213 GPa. The elastic Poisson’s ratio for steel ν = 0.3. Also, the
tangent modulus Et (given by the slope of the true stress–true
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Analytical expressions for the in-plane compression collapse loads of multi-layer pyramidal core
sandwich columns.
In-plane compressive failure mode Analytical collapse load expression
Macro elastic buckling Pcr =
2k4π
4
DfD0
L4
+ k2π
2
D
L2
S
k2π2D0
L2
+S
, when Pcr <
4bhσy√
3
Macro inelastic buckling Pcr =
2k4π
4
DfD0
L4
+ k2π
2
D
L2
S
k2π2D0
L2
+S
, when Pcr ≥ 4bhσy√3
Local elastic face buckling PFB = k′2π
2
Esb
6(1−ν2)
h3
d2
, when hd <

24(1−ν2)σy√
3k′2π2Es
Local inelastic face buckling PFB = k′2π
2
Etb
6
h3
d2
, when hd ≥

24(1−ν2)σy√
3k′2π2EsFig. 3. The compressive true stress–true strain curve of the 304 stainless steel after
exposure to the thermal cycle used for brazing.Modified Ramberg–Osgood fit to the
compressive stress–strain response is also shown.
strain response of the solid material at the inelastic bifurcation
stress σc) is obtained by differentiation of the fitted curve. The
inelastic bifurcation stress is obtained using the tangent modulus
theory [12,13].
Consider a sandwich column of length L and width b with
clamped ends and subjected to in-plane compressive load P , as
sketched in Fig. 2(a). The sandwich column comprises of face
sheets of thickness Hc and multi-layer pyramidal cores with one
layer to four layer pyramidal cores as seen in Fig. 1. They have the
same relative density ρ = 1% and height Hc = 40 mm. Since
the in-plane compressive response of a multi-layer pyramidal core
sandwich column is anisotropic, the response is dependent on
the direction of compression. We define the direction of in-plane
compression via the angle α with the x1 axis as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Here, the in-plane displacements are applied in the direction: α =
45°. At least four failure modes exist for a multi-layer pyramidal
core sandwich column under in-plane compressive loading: (i)
macro elastic buckling, (ii) macro inelastic buckling, (iii) local
elastic face buckling, and (iv) local inelastic face buckling [6].
For the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich column, approxi-
mate analytical expressions for the in-plane compressive collapse
load P can be given in Ref. [6] and are summarized by the expres-
sions listed in Table 1.
Here D = 2Df + D0; when Pcr < 4bhσy√3 , D0 = E1−υ2 bh(h+Hc)
2
2 and
Df = Es1−υ2 bh
3
12 ; when Pcr ≥ 4bhσy√3 , D0 = Etbh(h+Hc)
2
2 and Df = Etbh
3
12 .
For the structures in this paper, k = 2, k′ = 1, and ν = 0.3.
The in-plane compressive collapse loads do not depend upon
the core topology but depend upon the inter-node spacing d
under the face buckling failure mode. Therefore, the analytical
expressions in Table 1 can characterize the in-plane compressivecollapse loads of all the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich
columns. However, since the inter-node spacing d of the multi-
layer pyramidal core sandwich columns with different layer
numbers differs obviously, the results predicted by the analytical
expressions in Table 1 are also different. Note that the inter-node
spacing of the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns with
1 to 4 layers are dp2 = dp1/2, dp3 = dp1/3, and dp4 = dp1/4,
respectively, as seen from Fig. 1. In these sandwich columns, we
set k′ = 1 for the face sheet buckling as pin-jointed struts. For
the multi-layer pyramidal truss core with odd layer number N , we
obtain the shear rigidity S as [6,14]
S = EsbHc sinω t
2
l2

1− (1− 1/N)Hc
L

. (2)
We show the dominance regimes of the failuremodes described
above in a collapsemechanismmap. The collapsemode is assumed
to be the one associated with the lowest collapse load P in
constructing such a map. These maps are developed as a function
of non-dimensional parameters h/Hc and L/Hc. We evaluate the
minimum normalized collapse load P = P/(σybHc) at given values
of h/Hc and L/Hc and then obtain the boundary of each failure
mode. Figure 4 shows the failure mechanism maps for the four
layer number cores in Fig. 1made of 304 stainless steel, to compare
their in-plane compressive collapse loads. Each map comprises of
four boundary lines which intersect at one point, and these lines
divide each map into four regimes, dominated by the four failure
modes described above, respectively. Note that the boundary lines
between the macro elastic buckling mode and macro inelastic
buckling mode are the same for these four maps. The regimes
where the four core panels possess the same failure modes are
pointed out in Fig. 4, i.e. regimes of A, B, C, and D, and the four
regimes correspond to the local elastic face buckling mode, the
local inelastic face bucklingmode, themacro elastic bucklingmode
and the macro inelastic buckling mode, respectively. Note that the
in-plane compressive collapse modes of the multi-layer pyramidal
core sandwich columns with four different layer numbers are all
elastic or inelastic face buckling in the shadow region as indicated
in Fig. 4. It dictates that for the multi-layer pyramidal columnwith
more layer number, it is more difficult for the local face buckling
mode to occur. Moreover, it is noted that simulated geometries
to validate the theoretical analysis are selected in an attempt to
exhibit the face sheet buckling failure modes, and marked in the
mechanism map.
To check the validity of the theoretical analysis, the in-plane
compressive responses of a single layer and a two-layer pyramidal
core sandwich columns are simulated. Three geometries are
selected: h = 0.55, h = 0.7, and h = 0.9 with the same core
height Hc = 40 mm and relative density ρ ≈ 1%. The in-plane
compressive behaviors of the lattice truss column are simulated
by finite element method depending on the business software
ABAQUS/Explicit. The truss panel consists of the 304 stainless steel
68 L.-J. Feng et al. / Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Letters 6 (2016) 65–68Fig. 4. Collapse mechanism maps of the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich
columns with one to four layers of relative density ρ = 1%. The geometries
simulated here are indicated on the map.
pyramid lattice core and facesheets. The 304 stainless steel are
created using eight-node 3D reduced elements (C3D8R), with the
following material properties: E = 212 GPa, ν = 0.33, and
ρ = 7800 kg·m−3. Themodel ‘‘Tie’’ is used for connecting between
facesheets and core. The clamp is established in the model, which
is modeled as a rigid body using a rigid constraint and its motion is
governed by the rigid reference point. All the nodes of the bottom
clamp are fixed.
The relative in-plane compressive face buckling loads PFB =
PFB/(bHcσy) of columns are functions of the ratio h/Hc with a given
inter-node spacing d as seen in Table 1. The predicted relative in-
plane compressive face buckling loads PBW are plotted against the
ratio h/Hc of the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns
with four layer numbers in Fig. 5. Note that the relations in
Fig. 5 are applicable for the column sizes in the shadow region
of Fig. 4, where the collapse modes of all the four multi-layer
pyramidal core sandwich columns are face sheet buckling (elastic
or inelastic). The comparison between the analytical predictions
and simulations of the relative in-plane compressive face buckling
loads are shown in Fig. 5. Good agreement is observed, which
solidifies the validity of the theoretical analysis. Examination of
Fig. 5 shows that the transition ratios h/Hc from facesheet elastic
to inelastic buckling of the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich
columns with pyramidal layers from 1 to 4 are ∼0.050, ∼0.025,
∼0.017,∼0.013, and 0.010, respectively, which is consistent with
Fig. 4. Since the facesheet alloy exhibits low strain hardening and
facesheet inelastic bifurcation stress σc ≈ σy, the relative in-plane
compressive loads of the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich
columns with different layer numbers begin to converge after face
sheets collapse by inelastic buckling. Comparison of the results
indicates the effect of layer number on the properties of the multi-
layer pyramidal core sandwich columns: the increasing of the layer
number increases the in-plane compressive load of themulti-layer
pyramidal core sandwich columns. Nevertheless, the increasing
of the layer number will result in more difficulty in fabrication.
Therefore, if the mechanical property is similar, the multi-layer
pyramidal core sandwich column with the smallest layer number
is optimal in engineering application. In this sense, when the ratio
h/Hc lies in the scales of 0.013 < h/Hc < 0.017, 0.017 <
h/Hc < 0.025, and 0.025 < h/Hc < 0.050, the optimum structure
corresponds to the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns
with 4 layers, 3 layers, 2 layers, and 1 layer, respectively. Based on
the above, we can draw a conclusion that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the face thickness to core height ratioFig. 5. Simulations and predictions of the relative in-plane compressive facesheet
buckling loads (normalized by σybHc) plotted against h/Hc of the multi-layer
pyramidal core sandwich columns with four different scales. The triangular
symbol and the square symbol represent ‘‘simulation of single layer pyramid’’ and
‘‘simulation of two layer pyramid’’, respectively.
range and the optimum layer number of themulti-layer pyramidal
core sandwich columns. This conclusion can guide the structure
design in engineering application.
The effect of layer number on the in-plane compressive prop-
erty of multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns is inves-
tigated theoretically and numerically. The analytical calculations
agree well with the simulations. Results indicate that the increas-
ing of the layer number increases the in-plane compressive load of
the multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns. What’s more,
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the face thickness
to core height ratio range and the optimum layer number of the
multi-layer pyramidal core sandwich columns.
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